
Charity Token

Guide



Step 1.

What is Charity Token?

Charity Token is a
revolutionary new

platform that aims at
removing many of the

middlemen and
inefficiencies of the

Charity Sector. Our goal
is to support the many

small non-profits
around the World in
dire need of direct

funding.

How does it work?

Download our Charity Token
Mobile app from the Play

Store.



Step 2.

Sign up using your email and
password

*Remember to check your junk folder for
our verification email

Step 3.

Donations
Available Tokens
Earned rewards
Links to other functions

The home screen contains all of
the information including;



Step 4.

You can send tokens to this
wallet from another Polygon
wallet or purchase tokens in

app using our payment
gateway.

*Matic MUST be sent to the wallet
first for transaction fees (gas)

Step 5.

Our app has a swaps facility.
You can swap Matic into

Charity Tokens or USDT and
vice-versa.



Step 6.

This is our Library. It is the main
feature and the basis of our

design. Charity Token searches
to find small Charities that have

little opportunity for funding
and we list them here for you
to donate to them DIRECTLY,

without any middleman.

Name, Location
Date joined
Total contributions
Bio, Contact details
Any documentation
Donate button

Donors can see a wealth of
information on each Charity

profile including;
 



Step 7.

The transfer function is used to
removed tokens from the

Charity Token mobile app to an
external wallet.

Please enter a valid Matic wallet
address to send tokens to.

 
There is also space for a

transaction note.

Extra Information

The app also contains a list of
every transaction on the app.

You also have the ability to
save each transaction as a Pdf

file.
 

Simply click on the transaction
to see all details, click the

download arrow in the top rh
corner.



Charities earn passively as
users transact. The fees
removed by our smart

contract each time Charity
Tokens are transacted with,

are swapped into Matic, then
equally divided up and sent to

each listed Charity.
 

This makes Charity Token the
truest "transact to donate"

platform in the World.

Charity Token has a
notification screen. This will
alert you of any incoming

transfers and other requests



For holding Charity Tokens in
the wallet, you automatically

earn more tokens each time a
concurrent transaction happens

on the network in ChaT. 
 

Rewards are shown in ChaT and
give real time status on the

amount of tokens the wallet has
received in rewards.


